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The principal mints of the Sikhs and the coins that were struck at them have 
heen discussed in previous Information Sheets (Nos. 22, 23 and 24). In this paper 
it is proposed to deal with a number «f other sites which were within the Sikh ^ 
domain and at which silver rupees were struck or alleged to have been struck. 
Some of these minting places and their products are very well known and have been 
published in nstabla catalogues from time to time. Others are virtually unknown 
and the attributions often subject to considerable doubt. In some cases only one 
or two specimens axe recorded, usually with incomplete legends. 

The mints dealt with in this paper are: Anandgarh, Derajat (Dera Ismail Khan), 
Dera (Dera Ghazi Khan), Jhang, Leiak, Mukerian, Muzang Aechra, 
Nimak (Find Dadan Khan) and Peshawar. 

The credit for initially attributing these coins must go to Charles Rodgers 
who first published many Sikh coins in his paper (1). After this paper was 
published Rodgers apparently found many msre ceins including a few very rare ones 
from hitherts unknown mints. Unfortunately, he did not publish these coins very 
satisfactorily but included them in various catalogues that he compiled. None ef 
these rare coins were photographed or even drawn, so tney have laia, lairgely 
unnotioed in museums for upwards sf one hundred years. The authors have been able 
to obtain photographs of some of the more unusual coins mentioned by Rodgers and 
which have formed part ef the Lahore MuseuB collection. Our thanks in this respect 
are extended to Hrs.Tahira Azaa Beg for kindly making the photographs available. 

* . t' - '. 
CATALOGUE 

ANANDGARH. : -

Anandgarh was the fort situated in the town of Anandpur (31-14'N. 76-31'E.) 
in the Hoshiapur district of the Punjab, on the left bank of the SutleJ river. 
Anandpvir is said to have been founded by Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Guru (AD 1664-75)• 
Tegh Bahadurs' right to succeed Hari Krishen as Guru was contended by several other 
claimants, at least one ef whom sought to assassinate him. To escape them he bought 
a hillock near the village ef Makhawal (5 miles north of Kiratpur), and built himself 
a village which he optimistically named Anandpur (haven of rest). Govind Singh, Tegh 
Bahadur's son, fortified the centre of Anandpur and tae neighbouring land with a 
series of forts: Anandgarh, Keshgarh, Lohgarh and Patehgarh. Anandpur •became Govind 
Singh's stronghold but he suffered a defeat there by tLe trccps cf the I'-ughal 
emperor Aurangzeb. The town was later the headquarters of a branch of the Sodhis; 
descendents of Ram Das (the fourth Guru), and the centre of the Nihang sect of Sikhs.* 
In the 19th century the town was the location for a great annual religious fair. 

* See footnote on page 2. 
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Coins were struck at Anandgaurh, presunably in the fort itself, for about a decade 
in the late I8th century, probably at the instsmoe of a local Sardar. The authors have 
"beoa unable to trace any significant actirity tatking place at Anandpur during this period. 

Type I'. Ar rupee. Weight» 10.5 - 11*1 grams, 

Ob. 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Diametert 2 2 - 2 3 mm. 

Eey. tz^y^^ 

Ob. Beg, tegh wa fath wa" nasrat bederang yafat 
az Nsuiak Guru Gobind Singh = Abundance, the 
sword, Tiotery and help without delay Guru 
Govind Singh obtained from Nanak. 

*• Rev, Zarb Anandgarh, saunbat (date) jalus 
•• - • - maimanat majius « Struck at Ansuidgarh 

in Samvat the year of prosperous 
accession. 

Known dates: S.I84O. S.I84I. S.I842. S.1843. S.I844. S.1845. S.I846. S.I849. 

Rupees only are known of this oint. It is likely that they were ajLso struck in 
the years S.1847 suid S.IS48, but coins with these dates have not been observed. 
Genersdly they are well struck coins but specimens that have been struck from very worn 
reverse dies have been noted. The use of worn dies has also been noted with the rupees 
of Ranjit See of Jammu and with seme of the rupees of Amritsar dated in the years S.I84O 
-1359. (Type III). 

A number of symbols are found on the Anandgarh coins. They occur mainly on the 
reverse side; for example on the rupee of S.I842 may be found a flower to the left of 
the date, above this is a trisul and below a spear-like weapon. 

Rodgers remarks that the rupee dated S.1d41 has the word ahad (first) at the bottom 
of the reverse, indicating the first year of a new government or era. A coin dated 
S. 1349 l̂ ŝ 't:be year 9* This series of years is edse found on tae Type III rupees of 
Amritsar (see 1.3. No.22). As this latter type was struck intermittently during the 
same years that the main series of Amritsar coins was struck, there may be some common 
link between the two types. An Anandgairh rupee dated S. 1842 has a partial Hegira date 
(121*) above tne top line on the obverse but such dates are invariably off tae flan 
on nearly all specimens examined. 

Rupees of Anandgarh are rare. Not all the coins bearing the dates given above * 
have been available for examination. Rodgers remarks on the spelling of the mint 
name, which appears as ^>uS^ I on some coins* but which may merely be a stylistic 
quirk, J^ 

* Nihangs were originally suicide squauis of the Mughal aurmy with a distinctive blue 
uniform. The name aind uniform were appropriated by the Sikhs and given to a sect 
said to have been founded by one of the elder sons of Guru Govind Sin^. The 
Nihaings were also known as Akalis. 
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D3RAJAT. 

The Derajat is the alluvial plain between the Sulaiman Hange and the Indus river; 
the region takes its name from the three Deras or settlements of Dera Ghazi Khan in the 
Lower Berajat and of Dera Ismail Khan and Dera Path Khan in the Upper Derajat. All 
three settlements were founded toward the end of the 15th century by various Baluck 
chiefs. They appear not to have been places of any great importance during Mughal times 
and only came into prominence after the invasion of India by Nadir Shsüa in AD 1738-39* 

.'('e are not concerned, in this paper, with Dera Path Khan which was the site of a 
mint that issued autonomous copper coins and possibly silver coins of Nadir Shah. It 
was never,- as far as is known, a silver mint of the Sikhs. Dera Ghazi Khain was an 
important mint of the Durrani Shahs and is named Dera (*ŷ -> ) on their coins. Both 
Dera Path Khan and Dera Ghazi Khan fell to the Sikhs in AD 1820. Their issues from 
the latter mint axe dealt with under a separate heading. 

Derajat was the mint name given to Dera Ismail Khan. Coins were first struck there 
during the reign of the Mughal emperor Muhammad Shah (AD 1719-48) and continued during 
the time of his successor, Ahmad Shah Bahadur (AD 1748-54). A.11 are raure. Nadir Shah 
had coins struck there near the end of his reign and minting was carried on under 
Ahmaid Shah Durrani and successive Durrani rulers up to and including the second reign 
of Mahmud Shah (AD 180'7-18). Mahmud Shaüi Durrani was deposed by the Barakzais in I818 
but continued to rule in Herat until his death in AD 1829» Some years earlier, in 1793» 
Zaman Shah had conferred the government ef the district upon Muhammad. Khan, an Afghan 
of the Sadozai tribe. Muhammad and his successors, Hafiz Ahmad and Sher Muhammad, 
successfully governed the area until AD 1820 (AH 1236) when Hanjit Singh took the 
fortress of Mankera and had the whole aurea at his mercy. Sher Muhammad however was 
allowed to continue his rule in Dera Ismail Khan subject to the payment of tribute 
to the Sikhs. 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 10.8 grams. Diameter: 19«5 - 21 mm. 

Ob. 

^y--

Bev. 
\A ay*: > 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Ob. 

Rev. 

Sikka bar zar zad batufeeq Ilah, Khusru 
geety sitan Mahmud Shaüi = Struck coin on 
gold with the aid of God, the world 
conquering Cyrus, Maimud Shah. 

Zarb Derajat, sanah (date) = Struck at 
Derajat in the year .... 

Known dates: AH1236, AH1237, AH1238, AH1240, AHI24I, AH1242, AH1244, AH1245, 
AHI246, AHI247, AHI25O, AHI25I. 

As previously mentioned, Majjnud Shah Durrani, at the end of his second reign, was 
deposed by the Barakzais but continued to rule in Herat until his death. However, in 
Dera Ismail Khan, after his deposition and his death coins continued to be struck in his 
name by the ruling Nawabs. The de facto control of the area by the Sikhs after AD 1820 
did not result in any change being made in the coinage and after AH 1245 (AD I829) the 
rupees bearing Mahmud's name are posthumous issues struck by the local chiefs as 
tributaries of the Sikhs. Whitehead (2) lists this type of coin until AH I251 as 
Durrani and makes no comment on their continued issue when Derajat was under Sikh 
control. Although the legends remain the same an all these coins, there are a number of 
die varieties mainly involving the placement of the figures of the date. There are a 
number of different symbols to be found on both sides, none of which seem to have any 
connotation wit 1 the Sikhs. Gold and fractional silver coins of this type are unknown. 



Type II. Ar rupee. Weight: 10.8 - 10.9 grams. 

Ob. 

Rev. 

Diameters 17-18 mm. 

Translation and 
t ramsl i t e ra t ion 

Ob. 

Rev. 

Known dates: 3.1892. S.I893. 
3.1901. 3.1902. 

S.I894. 3.1895. 

Such a small part of the whole legend 
appears on these coins that it is 
'impossible to say with certainty what 
it is. 

Zarb Derajat (date) = Struck at 
Derajat 

3.1896. 3.1897. 3.1899. 3.1900. 

On formally annexing Derajat in AD 1835-36 the Sikh authorities decided to 
institute their type of coinage at the Derajat mint, thereby replacing those struck 
in the nair,e of Mahmud Shah. These rupees, the first of which is dated Samvat I892 
(AD 1835)> are of inferior manufacture on small thick flans. Therefore only a portion 
of the whole legends are visible. Although the first few issues are from reasonably 
engraved dies, the remainder are of poor workmanship with large, ill-formed letters. 
It has therefore been found impossible to compose the obverse legend correctly or to 
render a complete translation but no doubt it is one of the usual couplets found on 
the coins of the major mints. From what can be seen, it may be the same as the 
obverse legend of the Type II Multan rupees. The centre of the obverse contains a 
'character in Gurmukhi or Nagari, which seems to differ with the passage of time; it is 
however, so badly formed that the authors have not been able to identify it. 

Fractional silver coins are unknown and so are gold coins. The copper coins of 
Derajat, of which there are a considerable n\imber of types, have been competently 
catalogued by Valentine (3). 

Ar rupee. S.I899. Ar rupee. 3.19OO. 

The above coin dated S. I9OO ber-rs this date on both 
obverse and reverse. It is possible that the same 
applies for other dates, but most of the small number 
of coins of this type which have been examined have 
been struck in such a way that the aû ea above the >-̂ Ĵ  
of Derajat is off the coin. 



DERA (Dera Qhazi Khan). 
_-( 

Dera Ghazi IChan was founded in the late 15th century by a Maihrani chief, Ghazi 
Khan, who occupied the surrounding area of the South Derajat. The new rulers at 
first held their territory as vassals of the Multsim government but in the third 
generation they found themselves strong enough to throw off the yoke and proclaim 
their independence of the Lodis. Eighteen princes of the same family held successively 
the Lower Derajat and were named alternately Hajji and Ghazi Khan. When Alcbar 
conquered most of northern India they made nominal submission but were virtually 
independent. In 1739 ̂ iis country west of the Indus came into the hands of Nadir Shah 
but in 1758 tliö area was overrun by the Kalhoras of Sind. By 177O Ahmad Shah Durrani 
had established his authority there. With the final retreat of the Afghans from the 
Pun;jab the Sikhs were able in I819 to annex the Derajat, although the southern part 
was held as a fief by the Nawab of Bahawalpur, who in 1827 seized the whole district 
of the Derajat. By I830 he had been eipulsed by General Ventura, one of Ranjit Singh's 
leading commanders. Sawan Mai of Multah was tnen installed as Governor and was later 
succeeded by his son, Mulraj. 

Dera Ghazi Khan was the site of a Mughal mint during the reigns of Ahmad Shah 
Bahadur and Alaimgir II. The mint name on these rare coins is Dera. Nadir Shah, during 
his incursion into India in 1738-39 d.id. not then or thereafter in his reign apparently 
strike any coins at Dera but those of Ahmad Shah Durrani commence in the first year 
of his reign and Dera became an important mint of the Durrani Empire. Gold, silver and 
copper coins were struck there by successive Durrani Shahs until the fifth year of 
Shuja al Mulk Shah (AD 1803-09). In 1819-20 the Sikhs occupied Dera and, according to 
Rodgers, struck rupees there. 

Type I . Ar rupee* Weight: 11.025 grsuns. Diameter: 23 mm. 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Known dates: 3.1884/1904 ? 

Ob. Insufficient appears on the coin 
to enable a complete reading but it is 
probably as Type V, Amritsar mint. 

Rev. y>^ 

Ob. See Typo V, Amritsar mint. 

Rev. Zarb Dera, takht Akal bakht, 
jalus maimanat manus = Struck 
at Dera in the reign of tranquil 
prosperity, I884, by the grace of 
the throne of God. 

This rupee was catalogued by Rodgers as N0.II9 in the Catalogue of the Coins in 
the Government Museum, Lahore (Calcutta, I891), in which he states that on tae obverse 
is the date S.I 904 and the word 71*1 (Ram). Prom the rubbing obtained these sire not 
obvious. The date S.I884 below the mint name Dera is clear on the reverse. The 
authors have not come across smother specimen of tnis coin type with a clesu" mint name, 
but readers sire referred to the coin listed under Leisüi (page 7) which bears a striking 
resemblance to the above rubbing sind which, in the authors' opinion should be ascribed 
to Dera. 
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Plate I. 

JHAMQ. 

The town of Jhang is situated at SI-lS'N. 72-20'E. near the junction of the 
Jhelum and Chenab rivers. It is said to have been founded in the 15th century by 
the Sial chieftan, Mai Khan. The town was later destroyed by flood but was restored 
during the reign of Aurangzeb (AD I658-I707). Jhang does not appear at all in the 
-subsequent history of the Punjab but it was embraced in the Durrani empire after the 
conquest of north-west India by Ahmad Shah Abdali in the l8th century. It does not 
appear to have become a centre of any importance. The town and the surrounding district 
were taken by Ranjit Singh in AD I805. 

Jhang was never a mint of the Mughals or the Durranis. Two Sikh coins have been 
attributed to a mint at Jhang; one was recorded in the White King sale that took place 
in Amsterdam in I9O5 (4). There is no photograph of this coin and its present where
abouts is unknown. The second specimen is in the L«ihore Museum and is presumably the 
coin recorded by Rodders in his catalogue (5)« 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 11.08 grams (171 g m s ) . Diameter: 22.86 mm. 

Ob. Complete reading not obtained but appears 
identical to that on Type ?? rupees of the 
Amritsar mint. ^Julj 

Rev. Complete reading not obtained. 

Translation and Ob. See Type II, Amritsar mint, 
transliteration '^- •. 

',. Rev. Complete reading not obtained but 
possibly Zarb Sri Dar Jhang 1874 
jalus maimanat manus, takht Akal 
bakht = Struck at the illustrious 
place of Jhang in the reign of tranquil 

; prosperity 1874 by the grace of the 
throne of God. 

Known dates: S.I873 (White King sale). S.I874 (Lahore Museum). 

Rodgers, in his catalogue, somewhat eunbiguously records against this coin 
"Amritsar, 1874S." He then remarks, "In the lam ( J ) of Akal is (S)sf^^- p 
- Dar Jhang? This was sold to me as a Jhang rupee. It hascSy" on it as on Amritsar 
coins." Obviously Rodgers had his doubts as to whether this was a rupee of Jhsing. 
The word referred to could be <Jj\*f^ (= Jhang) but as it is incomplete it could 
as well be something else. The letters under this word do not look like )\'> 
>,meaning place). Although similar to the contemporary rupees of Amritsar, this coin 
appears to be of cruder workmanship. In the top line, to the right of the date, is 
certainly the word Sri and there is a small trident to the right of the pipal leaf. 
There is no mark in this position on auiy of the Amritsair rupees. Nevertheless, one 
would normally expect to find the mint najne in a fairly prominent position, probably 
close to the word Sri, rather than engraved periphally within the letters of another 
rford. The attribution of tne above coins must remain very doubtful until such time 
as additional and better specimens are found. 



LEIAH. 
The town of Leiah is situated 60 miles north-west of Kultan on the right bank • 

of the river Indus at 30-58'N. 70-58'E. It was founded about AD I55O by Kamal Khan 
a Mirani Baluch, but in I67O was taken by the Jaskari Ealuchs who held it xintil 1787. 
It came under the Durranis during the reign of Ahmad Shah and in I787 a local governor 
was appointed by Taimur Shah Dvirrani. Three years later however it was included in 
the governorship of Muhammad Khan Sadozai, whose seat was at Mankera. The whole area 
was taken by the Sikhs in 1821 and Leiah became the centre of administration for the 
neighbouring tract. The town was occupied by the British in 1849« 

The only indication that coins may have been struck at Leiah comes from Rodgers (6) 
who recorded one rupee with the remark, "This coin is said to have been struck at LeisJi. 
The mint is not on it." 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 11.08 grams. Diameter: 23.1 mm. 

Ob. Complete reading not obtained 

Plate II 
Rev.Complete reading not obtained 

V/^KT/^ 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Ob. Incomplete but probably as Type V, 
Amritsar mint. 

Rev. Incomplete. 
Zarb j alus maimainat manus 1884 
takht Akal bakht = Struck at ? 
in the reign of tranquil prosperity 
1884 by the grace of the throne of 
God. 

Known dates: S.I884/1904. 

A photograph of this coin is at Plate II. It will be seen that there is no 
evidence whatsoever on the coin itself to indicate that it was struck at Leiah. 
Moreover, a compgo'ison of this photograph with the rubbing obtained of the coin struck 
at Dera (page 5) show the two to be extremely similar. The photograph of the 'Leiah' 
coin bears part of the mint name only but wnat can be seen fits in well with the name 
Dera. Rodgers says of the Dera coin that it bears the date S.1904 as well as the word 
n ï̂  . This data is^missing from the rubbing though there are what look like two squares 
below the word > ^ on the obverse. The 'Leiah' coin bears the date I904 and has 
no on the obverse. In the opinion of the authors, this 'Leiah' coin should be 
re-attributed to the mint of Dera. 
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MUKSRIAK. 

A village of this name is in the Hoshiapur district of the Punjab cind about 
55 miles north-east of Amritsar at 31-57'N. 77-39'E. From about 1774-1784 it was 
the stronghold of a Sikh Sardar, Jai Singh Kanhaya. Ranjit Singh occupied Hukerian 
in 1811. The only other event of importance concerning this place is that Sher 
Singh, t̂ .e reputed son of Ranjit Singh, is said to have been born there. 

Following Rodgers' remarks, rupees are alleged to have been struck at a place 
of this name about AD 1822-23. 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 11.082 grams. Diameter: 24 mm. 

Complete reading not obtained 

Complete reading not obtained 

? Deg, teî h wa fath wa nasrat bederang 
yafat az Nanak Guru Gobind Singh = 

Abundance, the sword, victory and help 
without delay Guru Govind Singh obtained 
from Nanak. 

Rev. ? Sri Akali 
Sambat (date) 

' t jalus (maimanat) manus 

Known dates: 3.1879. 3.188O. 

Evidence that these rupees were struck at Mukerian is lacking. Rodders 
published two. Of one he remarked, "This is said to be a Malkerian rupee. Yeau* 
not certain." (6). In fact the last digit of the date is off the flan of the coin. 
He listed another (5) dated 3.1879 and apparently guessed tuat the mint name at the 
top of the reverse was ^̂  U ^ ^ ^ lo whereas it is in fact cjjl^l <S,J^ {.^TX Akali). 
Another with the date 3.1880 was published in the catalogue of thé White King sale (4)-
There is no photograph. Only two specimens have been eisimined; those from the A.N.S. 
and B.H. collections. The A.N.S. specimen does not show a mint name but does show 
what appears to be "Sri Akali" at the top of the reverse. The B.M. specimen, dated 
3.1879» sho'ws fragments of what may be the mint name at the bottom of the reverse. 

There has even been doubt as to eiactly where in the Punjab this place is. 
Codrington (7) sai'S it is near Multan and gives the mint name as KJV.JJS I» 
Rodgers does not mention the place in his paper (I) but in his catalogue gives the 
name as Malkerian and states it is near Multan. On a large scale map of the Punjab 
of 1891 the name of the place described above is given as Mukerian auid no other 
place of a similar name can be found in the Punjab. 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Ob. 

Rev. 

Ob. 
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MUZAÎ Ü ACCHAA. 

Muzang, at one time, was a village just outside the city of Lahore. It is now 
the name of an inner suburb. Acchra was a zila of the Lahore tahsil. The name 
Muzang Acchra indicates that tne village of Muzang was in the Acchra district. 

The coin described below is another of Hodgers' discoveries and as far as is 
known is unique. 

* •• «.1 

Type I . Ar rupee. ' Weight: 11.18 grams. Diameter: 24.1 mm. 

Ob. Complete reading not obtained 

Plate I I I . Sev. " H'TTq 

Ob. Incomplete. Probably as Type II, 
Lahore mint. 

Rev. Zarb Muzang Acchra, sambat 1389, 
jalus maimanat manus = Struck at 
Muzang Acchra in Samvat 1389, "the 
year of prosperous accession. 

Known dates: S.I889. 

Rodgers ascribed this coin to Muzang Acchra and gives the mint name as 
B^om the photograph of the coin however, this reading is not entirely satisfactory 
although it is difficult to suggest an alternative. Rod̂ êrs may have had more 
conclusive information to justify his attribution. There appears to be something, 
either letter or ornament, before the J^ , auid there is no sign on the coin of an 
alif before (v-i>- which should be written as *y WJ^ I . This coin closely 
resembles the contemporary rupees of Lsüaore and it would be interesting to know 
whether a subsidery mint ever existed at Muzang Acchra and if so, for how long. 

Translation suid 
transliteration 
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MIKAK (Find Dadan Khan). 

Some Sikh rupees allegedly bear the word Nimak as the name of the minting place. 
No such place will be found in the Punjab. In Persian and Urdu the word nimak means 
salt. The nsune is said to have been put on rupees struck at Find Dadan Khan (32-35'N. 
72-58'S.), a town on the right bank of the Jhelum river which was noted as the main 
emporiiim for salt, mined in the hills behind the town. 

Type \' AT rupee. Weight: 11.14 grams. Diameter: 23.3 nun» 

Ob. Complete reading not obtained 

fiev. Complete reading not obtained 

Translation and 
transliteration 

Ob. Incomplete but probably identical 
with Type V, Amritsar mint. 

Rev. Incomplete but possibly 
NimaJc sahi 
jalus maimanat manus 
takht Akal bakht 

Known dates: S.I904. S.I905. 

S3 
- V. 

Type II Ar rupee. 

Known dates: S.1905. 

Weight: 11.1 grams. Diameter: 23 mm. 

Ob. As Type I but in centre T\T^ J\'R 

Rev. As Type I. 
- 's*j»» <*1|W*̂ * 3?1»«H8r«fe »**«»** - .K^19 

The attribution of these rupees to Find Dadan Khan rests entirely with Rodgers 
who presumably must have been in possession of some information regarding them. It 
is unfortunate that none of the few specimens ezaüiined show clearly the commencement 
of the word in the top line of the reverse. This word (Nimak ?) is followed by 
another whjch is possibly sahi. The complete line would thus read "Nimak sahi" 
( t^L^ c_Z^ ) meaning salt money. What is clear is that the line across the top 
third of the reverse is not the elongated >~r' of "zarb" so there is not on these 
coins an accepted mint nsune preceded by the word "zarb." No information concerning 
the issue of these coins has been discovered axid the question of why they were struck 
for a very limited period at Find Dadan Khan is a matter of conjecture. It is possible 
that they were issued locally in some connection with the salt trade. The rupees are 
quite rare and no fractional denominations have come to light. 
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PESHAWAH. 

The ancient frontier city of Peshawar was incorporated into the Mughal empire 
during the reign of Akbar (AD 155^01605). Sometime later, possibly during the reign 
of Shah Jahan (AD 1628-58), it became a Mughal mint town where coins in three metals 
were struck, albeit very spasmodically, until the twentyfirst year of the reign of 
Muhammad Shah (AD I719-48), when the city fell to Nadir Shah, the Persian invader 
of India. The city was never again under the Mughals. With the death of Nadir Shah, 
Peshawar became an importsmt centre of the Durranis and the winter headquarters of 
the Durrani Shahs. All the Durrani rulers, from the time of Ahmad Shah, struck 
coins at Peshawar; the last issue being in the twelfth year of the reign of Aiyyub 
Shah or about AH 1246-47 (AD 1830-31). 

The Sikhs under Ranjit Singh first assailed suid took Peshawar in I8I8 but their 
occupation was only temporary. The city was soon retaken by the Durranis. In 1823 
the Sikhs again captured the city but were unable to retain it. Their third assault 
ten years later was successful and on taking the city were able to annexe it. Peshawar 
was held by the Sikhs against continuous Afghan opposition until the fall of their 
empire in 1849" 

The Sikhs issued a series of rupees over a short period in Peshawar. 
the same type. 

All are of 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 8.47 
10.42 

Ob. 

Rev. 

8.55 grams. 
11.01 grams. 

Diameter: 23 - 24 mm. 

Trsmslation and Ob. Deg, tegh wa fath wa nasrat bederang 
transliteration ystfat az Nanak- Guru jobind Singn = 

Abundance, the sword, victory and help 
without delay Guru Govind Singh obtained 
from Nanak. 

Rev. Zarb Peshawar, sanah jalus (date) = 
Struck in Peshawar in the year of 
accession .... 

Known dates: 3.I89I. S.I892. S.I093. S.I094. 

In 1834 Rcinjit Singh appointed Haxi Singh Nalwa as governor of Peshawar province. 
Hari Singh's tenure of office was harsh and oppressive. He died in 1837. It is said 
that he struck his own coins in Peshawar with the approval of the Maharajcih. This fits 
in with the date of the known coins, which range from 1834 to 1837. The Peshawar rupees 
of the Sikhs are well struck coins, generally showing the complete legends. The 
calligraphy ana die cutting are of a high order, comparable to the best Mughal coins. 
They are not particularly common and those normally found weigh about 8.5 srams. A few 
others have been obser'.ed, dated S. 1894» the weight of which is 2 or more grams heavier. 
These have an obliquely milled edge and would appear to be specially struck specimens; 
either presentation pieces or specimen strikings. 

The copper coins iósued during the Sikh occupation of Peshawar are very crude pieces 
invariably struck on old Durrani coins. A number were illustrated by Valentine (3). 

r" 
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Since the publication of Information Sheet No.22, dealing with the gold and 
silver coins of the Amritsar mint, two rupees have come to light and it is felt that 
they deserve publication. 

Amritsar mint. 

Type I. Ar rupee. Weight: 11.2 grams. 

Ob. 

Rev. 

Diameter: 22 mm. 

Translation and transliteration: As Type I (Amritsar mint). 

In the original paper it was stated that the earliest date found on coins of the 
Amritsar mint was S.I834» suid it was assumed that minting there commenced in this year. 
In fact the striking of coin at Amritsar could have occurred as early as S.I824 (AD 176?) 
auid the rupee described above brings forward by two yesirs the known date for production 
from thxs mint. This coin is of neater execution and thus enables both obverse and 
reverse legends to be read with some accuracy. 

Unknown mint. 
Ar rupee. Weight: 10.7 grama. 

Ob. 

Diameter: 20 mm. 

In complete but probably 

Rev. Incomplete "—r'v^ 

Translation and 
trsmsliteration 

Ob. As Type III (Amritsar mint). 

Rev. Zarb ? Sambat 18&0 
jalus ? maimanat manus = 
Struck at in Samvat 1860 
the year of auspicious accession. 

Unfortunately, the greater part of the mint name is off tne flan of this coin and 
what remains does not enable an accurate judgement to be made as to what it might be. 
There are a few interesting features on this coin. On the obverse is clearly the Hegira 
date of 1217 which corresponds accurately with the Samvat date of i860. On the reverse 
side is a rather'decorative type of pipal leaf and a katar. It would appear that the 
words "takht Akal bakht" ajre not present on this coin as they are on the contemporary 
issue from the Amritsar mint, which also carries a different obverse legend. Until 
further specimens appear, this type cannot be attributed to ajiy particulair mint. 

y * « » » * * » * * 

Amritsar mint. Some further coins have recently been found and the following 
dates may be added to those previously listed:-

Type III. 
Type V. 
Type VI. 

S.1846. S.1852. S.1864. S.1865 (all rupees). 
S.1847 (rupee). 
3.1871 (rupee). S.1884/95 (2 rupee). 

It is also clear that there is considerable variation in the symbols and marks on 
the coins of this mint. Kost of these are probably merely individual die variations 
éuid have little or no sigmficance. 
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